
()Banelle 
Pacific Northwest laboratories 
P.O. Box 999 
Richland, Washington U.S.A. 99352 
Telephone (509) 375-2024 
Telex 15-2874 

July 15, 1988 

Jack	 C. Scarborough, Technical Assistant to 
Commissioner Kenneth C. Rogers

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

Dear	 Jack: 

I certainly enjoyed meeting you and Commissioner Rogers at the Examiners' 
Conference in Downington, PA, a couple weeks ago. Pursuant to your request 
for a PNL document on Characterization of Management Approaches at Operating
Commercial Nuclear Power Plants, I have enclosed four copies of said document. 

The reason no one 'could find it is ·that it isin draft form andhas·Rot.been 
published as a NUREG or PNL document. As I mentioned in the meeting, if you
have	 any questions on NRR activities associated with PNL, a good person at 
NRC to contact is Larry Ruth who is the NRC Project Manager for Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory or myself here at PNL. 

Please let us know if we can be of any further assistance. 

Sincerely., 

~'a~ 
William C. Cliff 
NRC/NRR Program Manager 

WCC:cjd 

Enclosure (4) 

cc:	 BD Shipp (w/o enc)
LC Ruth (1) 
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Tele. 15·2874 

bcc: FILE ILB
Mr. Frank Hawkins
 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 
Air Rights Building

4550 Montgomery Avenue
 
Bethesda, MD 20814
 

Dear	 Frank: 

SUBJECT:	 CHARACTERIZATION OF MANAGEMENT APPROACHES AT OPERATING COMMERCIAL 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS (FIN 8-2185) 

The enclosed report, "Assessing Management Effectiveness in Nuclear Power 
Plant Operations" fulfills the requirements of the subject FIN. 

The objective of this project was to identify ways in which the management 
related findings from the Ford Amendment Case Studies might be used in assessing 
management at operating nuclear power plants. This effort has been more 
successful than I initially thought possible. Two significant regulatory-
based ap?lications for the Case Studies results were discovered: 

1)	 The close parallels between Case Study findings and SALP evaluation 
criteria attributes strongly encourages the use of the findings as 
empirical, broadly based support for the SALP process. A method for 
doing this is described in the report. 

2)	 An application of inductive logic for relating accountability, as 
determined by the effectiveness of detailed procedures used by qualified 
staff in performing safety-related tasks, to overall management adequacy 
was developed. This approach allows plant management assessments to be 
performed solely in terms of inspectable/measureable quantities. 

',.':. The application of the Case Study findings to SALP is straightforward and
 
.....~., fully developed in the enclosed report. Some additional development, e.g.,
 

," of inspection design criteria, inspector orientation/training methods,
 
·"-.protocols, and/or "temporary instructions, will probably be required prior to
 
-,. : field applications of measures of accountability for management assessments.


"'<:,.'.: .Guidance. for responding to indications of questionable management practices

'.":.; ..... : .. will. also be needed. We are prepared to assist you in these developments if
 
.. ". .you wish. .
 

. ,,~:. ~ ..... '":.... . .. '. 

>::·..~:.:'>.··Iniproved approaches to assessing utility management may be particularly timely. 
::.~~~.~.:.:..::, Over the past year or so there have been several indications that industry 
: ~';~.~~-:'.:,{:.:. self-regul ati on of manaaement issues is not effect; ve and that more NRC 
~',~~:-t-::;~ :·.involvement in this area may be required. Apparently, the Commission is of 
~S~i~:::~~:.:;» this persuasion .. This is indicated by the attached excerpt from the August i! 

::.,',~:·~~.i'_"~.31, 1987 issue of INSIDE NRC, which underscores Commissioner Rogers' and 
:t:.::..~~~>·::" Chai rman Zech I s convi cti ons that NRC shoul d focus more on 1i censee management. 
':,. .:.:, ":-.;. ..
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Mr. Frank Hawkins
 
September 25, 1987
 
Page 2
 

I hope that you will have an opportunity to review the enclosed report in the 
near future. In particular, I am interested in your judgement concerning the 
final disposition of this document. Should it be recast slightly and published 
as a NUREG/CR, or are there other options that you prefer? I look forward to 
your comments. 

Regards, 

~-dOmes A. Christensen 
Project Manager 

JAC:bd 

cc: L. Ruth, NRC 
W. Scott, NRC 



ROGERS SAYS NRC SHOULD FOCUS ON MANAGEMENT, NOT NEW REGULATIONS 

Commissioner Kenneth Ro~ers says the way to incrc:.as: safely at U.S. reactors is not to adopt new 
regulations but rather to publicly and privately pressure nuclear utilities to improve mana~ement of 
poorly performing plants. 

"I'm VCT)' convinced that piling requirements on top of each other doesn't make a plant safer:' 
Ro~ers said in an interview August 17, his first day on the job after being sworn in August 7 ~'RC, 

August 17, 8). "There is no magic. It comes down to management, and N'RC can't manage these 
plants. " 

Rogers' position that NRC needs to concentrate on improving management at nuclear utilities rather 
than adopting more regulations puts him squarely in agreement with the approach of Chairman Lando 
2.cch and a majority of the five-member commission. Under Zech, the commission has stressed improv
ing management and the quality of operations at U.S. plants rather than requiring backfits or adopting 
formal regulations. 

But Rogers said his preference for pushing for more effective management rather than new safety 
requirements is not rooted in any panicular philosophy. ''It's not 8 question of philosophy," he said. 
"You can't repil8te everything. What you try to do is everything that will evoke from a syst.e.m the very 
best performance." 

Rogers also did not rule out supporting new requirements in tbe area of maintenance. For 
example, he said he would consider supponing the adoption of general guidelines concerning 
maint.e.nance programs that "leaves to some degr~ the specifics to the licensees." Rogers said such an 
approach could be a "nice mix" that would give NRC some assurance that plants are properly 
maintained but would avoid detailed checklist-type requirements. Rogers has also indicated he would 
support "some form of regulation ,. to assure that operators are fit for duty.. 

But the 57-year-old former college pn::sident said good management is the key to safe operations and 
stressed. that, like Ze=h, he believes running a nuclear plant must be a highly disciplined operation. "I 
don't know if they (plant workers) need to salul:, but there has to be a lot of discipline:' Rogers said. 
"You've got to squeeze the sloppiness out of the system." 

Rogers said NRC should try to avoid c:r-...ating obstacles to good management and "do eveT)'thing 
possible to force people to take the kind of responsibility they have to take.." Asked how NRC can force 
management to improve at problem plants, Rogers said.: "You have to be prepz:-ed to go to the VeT)' top 
of lbe corporation." " . 

"You have. to understand what management is," Rogers said. "Mznz.gem:nt is r...ople.. People make 
the system work. It has to Stan with a commitment at the highest level of managem:nt...I'm not just 
:t2lking .platitudes, I've s~n it happen."Rogers was appointed to the board of Public Service Ele=tric & 
Gas (PSE&G) in 1974 and was a c:ban:r member of that utility's nuclezr oversight committee, ~t up in 
1983 in the wake of troublirlg s:=a.m failures at Salem-l. (Rogers resigned from both positions upon be
coming a commission::r.) 

Rogers said his involvement in PSE&G's Duclear program pro.vides him with some insi&hts ... 
on how NRC CZIl push nucl:u utilities to improve their plant ope."Aoons. "I think. I've got mamf;ement 
experience in a d.iff::.r:nt ar-...a (compared to otiler commission::rs) and I think that ::.an be helpful," he 
~cL 'Tve got some idea about whaI wori:s and ~'ha1 doem 't... _ 

Rogers said public c:riti:ism of utilities by :N"RC is also an effective way to fcrr-..e management im
provements at problem pJ.z.nts. "If :N'RC s::nds a le~r to a utility, espe=ially if it is c:riti~, it will get out 
(to the public)," he said. ''Tnat alone has a cerulln amount of clout. I can't imagine any kind of respon
sible company not paying a.uention to that. Any ~aniz.ation that has any professional pride at all 
doesn't like to be criticized." 

Other points Rogers stressed.: 
- Tne importance. of maintenance: "It ooes a lot for you. It not only keeps the syst:rn tuned up, bUi 

also gives you infonnation on the plant-it is the. plant's life history.~ 

-The value of lninin~ WeU-operated plants have "comprehensive, regular training prop-Zffis_.and 
their people understand what they are doing," Rogers said. Nuclear utilities need to provide all person
nel with reL-aining "on a regular basis and of tile highest quality:' and nuclear plant personnel "must 
understand tile syst.e.m" they 2Te working on. "Tne guy who sweeps the fioor has to understand why it is 
imporumt to sweep that fioor."-Davc: Airozo a.rui Brian Jordan, Washinglon 

INSIDE }\.R.C. -August 31, 19&7 10 
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ASSESSING MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATIONS 
J. A. Christensen 

SUMMARY 

Most serious safe'iy~related in.oidents at mtc·lear power plants at"e / 

traeeab':le, at least in part, to'wnagemetJtdefiDiencies. This was the 
oonclusion, of the Ford Amendment study!oJ plants -under~fi»li:tructiQlt~'L,i~ 

boupne out by the recordoT""operating plants as well, ~.to:rr~~" 

of nuclear plants can be improved by supplemertt1ng curre"',.aP1'roacfte.",~ 

methods that allow more aCCIl1'ate and predietiYtFIlSsessment>ofHeens'tliif' 
_na,emelltperformance .. 

The work reported here was undertaken in an effort to use the management
rel ated fi ndi ngs from the Ford Amendment studytosqport,·1'ft!p!~1'~:".p""V ..dH' 

that 'provide insight concerning lieenseemanageme~ffectiv~ne,s at,.e.pe"at;i. 
l1uelem'"l"powe~pl'.ft't's. The Case Stud ies of plants wi th and wi thout rnaj or 

problems were a particularly Mdlsou1"'Ce' Qfman"i.ement"ii'tIiM"_A*b"',~ 

be-associ ated wi th .successful plaw~' 'operat'ton's,. These attri butes were re1ated 
to existing NRC licensee assessment programs in two ways: 

I.	 The' SALP process addresses issues that closely relate to licensee 
management effectiveness. It was found that most of the management 
performance indicators that derive from the Case Studies correlated closely 
wi tboneormbre"of'the !'eveftevaluation cri,teriaftemploy.,~,;".5$illg.:.. 

SAt.PftoresfteY'()~~' al1,1Ifftt"'funct","a1 aNIS • Supplementation of the SALP 
system of evaluation criteria with the appropriate Case Study indicators 
substant,~ally expands the bas i s for determi ni ng SALP scores and does so 
by introducing empirically based criteria that snould enhance the 
credibility and objectivity of the SALP process. 

2.	 The. illi.pect i on..p:lf09ram can ;be'1Rade _re effe'ftive b)t'jnt,J"9df.t1;;l.;:,~~.~",~ 

that foeus mere'di.",ec.tly on.mMagement i Siues,~;_ One way to ach i eve th is 
is to develop i~ti,cmaPP'PO.ches,that,conC1!!rrtrate Of\:ttngible,i:',} 

measurNble wt>rk;:att#1fttesaoo,produO'ts i nW.Y5 thil:t ~.~~~i~~lJ{. 

h 
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re.at.dto;~etIIel'ltat!'eqtfae1. The validity of the approach developed 
here rests upon the proposition that, because of the technical complexity 
and safety significance of nuclear plant operation, a f~iil"~*, 

management resfJSftsibi;l~ ty; 5 to assure·,. hi !jh_tr4e Qf!~~*,*-.s~ 

in:the guicianGetrat\smitted'to levelsatwhichwfttSy,,,,..,lated ~1c.i'" 

actuaHypef"fonned, Nothing withsafety,s itOiH~flCi,shOltJ4 ':.i"~~Q'" 

enMce.? To anut"e, ~his,ntqui"s a· tota;lly eomP~.,·; cR'<1' 

d.to i led t' .cons i'stentf"speCl fie, udpflescr~",tive proeecturesi;~ftc._i...; ..,. 
drawi~s, inftruetiljf\!", ete. ) that' covel" all AS-peC:iS of,411~t.~~QI.~J~ 

e1.-ts of ...Uwork.!t Theie;:pf'OCedul'es"lIUst be eff.i!Jvely4.h••~~;;.~ 

by<:..,~liJi-e4~~rking,level personne1. This .eomla'inH'i'On of '..~ 

pr~eduralij,.t.ion.\,.nd 'saff qualification, referred: to·ft.. ·.s,;~ 

II accountahi lii.J" • can·be objectively Qie.sured d.lIriaf1'''·~·;Oft.1Mt Noted 
deficiencies provide a general indication of management inadequacy (in 
effect, IItaking the temperature ll of the organizational system). These 
indications are useful in focusing follow-on inspection efforts. 

In addition to the above applications, the Case Study findings, as 
organized and analyzed herein, are'pertinent to the vested interests of all 
parties concerned with management of nuclear power plants. Specific uses of 
these indicators should be based upon the judgement of knowledgeable, 
authoritative individuals who have a thorough understanding of all relevant 
sensitivities. 
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BACKGROUND 

During 1983 and 1984, the NRC Quality Assurance Branch conducted an in
depth study of quality assurance as it was being applied to design and 
construction of nuclear power plants. The study was done, at the direction 
of Congress, to identify and eliminate causes for the quality-related problems 
that were implicated in the massive cost overruns, schedule delays, and 
associated threats of cancellations that plagued nuclear construction projects 
in the early 1980 1 s. Results of the study were reported to the Congress in 

MURE&--1055,···II'l"'PNvingQtJality ami tiM· As.tit~e9f.Q~}',it.v"in,/~ ,~"M'

Cons:trll'C,tienof Nue:iftfl" 'ewer Plants. II $ 

NUREG-1055 documents the reAtlts 9f~i~tee.n'~'(UffeJ\Wtinttj'--':I 

w~:·invest,jgat~d, ascamtidJ-tes ·,foT' improved·· QA practi~'.~~t,~.'~r 

cgnst~tion. One investigation stands out as having best revealed the causal 
factors for project successes and failures. T1:lis was theseriesof,Case, Studies. 

;;,;;x::r:,'r'~-""~::; ;·,--.;/i;.!~F~):j;'-.J:"·. ;'·!~ ..r~~~i:"'hr;:,--',?'~_;:-:;:.~- ;jii:it:-~;,'.~ -.~1· 

of.qu.U~and qua.} it~ assuram:ein nuclear plant"de&'lgn'~ c~tAt,~ti~~,~, '" 
reported in Appendix.ilA to HUREG-1055. Six ons i te Case Stud i es were performed, 
three at plants with major construction problems and three at plants with no 
seri ous problems. Fr•. a:~ison of o¥ervaUons 'of'Jlrob~.. a~:fl'~~i. 

plantsiprllfta.ry aftQsec....y root causes"'of cOMtrllctioflph~ie P:P~~~~ 

d_uc.e4'<oil,~T.nese'~ided -tbey;ti nci palsuppo1"t;for the ma.iOll";,(;~J.~~~,. 

r.cQUllDend~ions CQlirt. iJl.~;\;;.,lflNUREG ..l{)55 .(. "., .. ' ,'._- ".: . ,

The root causes for utility-based problems identified in the Case Studies 
are related, almost without exception, to management shortcomings on the part 
of'the utility or its contractors. These deficiencies were, by-and-large, 
generic in the senses that 1) th~y. were not intrinsically site-specific and 
2) they would be recognized and similarly characterized as deficiences in any 
management system designed to control a large, complex, closely-regulated 
undertaking. On this basis, it was concluded that generic Case Study findings 
concerning management and management systems could be applied to operating 
nuclear plants as well as to plants under construction. 

i( 
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OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this study was to develop methods for using management
related findings from the Case Studies of plants under construction in defining 
success/failure oriented attributes of management and management systems at 
operating nuclear plants. Ideally, this process should lead to methods for 
proactively identifying safety-related managment weaknesses. To be functional, 
these methods should supplement or otherwise enhance standard NRC approaches 
to assessing licensee performance, e.g., SALP and the inspection program. 

APPROACH 

Case Studies 
The case studies of plants under construction were performed by a team 

of eight-to-ten individuals. These included one-or-two NRC staff, one of whom 
was the team leader, and various consultants, the majority of whom were PNL 
staff. The consultants provided expertise in quality assurance, nuclear plant 
design and construction, project management, and organizational effectiveness. 
The teams devoted approximately three weeks to each study -- one week in 
preparation, one week on site, and one week of analysis and writing. Prior 
to the site visit, team members reviewed relevant, site specific background 
information and tailored a standard protocol to the site in question. Most 
of the time spent on site was devoted to subteam interviews of a cross section 
of utility and contractor management. Nightly team caucuses were held to 
assess and integrate interview results. A preliminary list of findings were 
developed on-site and shared with licensee management at the termination of 
each site visit. Subsequent to the site visits, detailed Case Study Working 
Papers were drafted with input from and reviews by all team members. 

The Case Study Working Papers were not formally documented or distributed. 
They consist of lengthy, detailed discussions of each project, inc1uding its 
history, observations made by the case study team, and causal implications of 
team observations. Key findings are stated in a subjective way and often 
involve interactive, multiple characteristics of the systems studied. Appendix 

\ A to NUREG-I055, which summarizes the Case Studies, is similarly structured 
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as are the sections of the body of NUREG-1055 that derive from the Case Studies. 
Given this composite nature of existing documentation of the Case Studies, 
the first task was to identify and list all individual management and management 
system attributes that characterized the root causes of problems or the lack 
thereof at specific projects. Attributes were categorized and grouped by 
type. This led.toa systematic, detailed characterization of the specific 
attributes found to be important in determining whether a project was likely 
to be successful (Table I). This systematic approach is basic to subsequent 
efforts to fit attributes or combinations of attributes to predictive methods. 

The full complement of attributes (Table I) was sorted and screened to 
retain only those attributes with apparent relevance to management performance 
at operating plants. The product of this exercise (Table II) is an abbreviated 
collection of attributes grouped in three categories that relate to operating 
plants. These categories are associated: 1) directly with management, 2) 
indirectly with management through considerations of organizational 
accountability (to be defined later), and 3) more-or-less directly with 
management through interfacial relationships with the NRC and other influential 
external groups. 

SALP Support 
The next step involved devising ways in which the success attributes in 

Table II can be used to support NRC assessments of licensee management. This 
can be accomplished via the SALP process, which, as defined in NRC Manual 
Chapter 0515, Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance, "is oriented 
toward furthering NRC's understanding of the manner in which: (a) licensee 
managemen~directs, guides, and provides resources for assuring plant safety; 
and (b) such resources are used and applied." The success attributes of 
m~~ageme~t ~t operating pla~ts derived froli>tMCasa,,£tetidies"''''principle- are
closely aligned with this basic thrust of the SALP process. A method for 
applying the success attributes in performing SALPs and supporting their 
findings is developed in detail in the following section (RESULTS). Briefly 
stated, the approach involved correlating the Case Study management success 
attributes with the SALP "Evaluation Criteria and Attributes." This provides 
broad support to the SALP judgemental process across all plant functional 
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areas -- support that derives directly from the qualified, empirical studies 
of nuclear power projects that comprised the Case Studies. 

Inspection Program Support 
In addition to supporting the SALP process, the management success 

attributes should be useful in supplementing the inspection program. Ideally, 
inspection procedures capable of yielding objective, reliable management 
assessments should be developed. In practice, this is very difficult to achieve 

for two reasons: 1) Mq~tW;\·~use'1,)f'i.""eGmP't'.'f·'S_~"fr~"'" 

i s."mtamendab'le"t'tr direct asleS-bent by i,C"orwenti ottalit ' s,.M.' 'i~1 

if)p~oaCQes'ifld 2) p..ieal;mped....ts· tore",lWtery iirevlhfI!t.10f1t1"., ,N"''' 
lIti-::fity,,-..gemen,t·htvesltttif*nt1y '. restri eted"·MC'~W'i~'i.$'. ;ftl"ttril;;.... 

S...;MMge_~~ra¢.rist~cs"··'$.ft;.s,t,..t,,,i1l9·l.*(.,• .t~;~~_,~;;':f?" 

thetUel¥.I:,ftU'tIM.~l·to_lys is: but '~1"'$t:,,'e.~.''''''t.J.J''.~. 

ie".l;yeRtel1t "my··tfUa~~fjcat.,_ SllGQes*il~.....eft'.. S'.~.,iJII.'iQ Wii-.. 
wi_'>'I'.rYi-l~ ••".,,'f;i.i""'eft:Jlld., "pf;)S_i~"&n·'I!lIle.~.',,~~~e~it*W. 

cc.pe,....,.......'at:.fjc:...ct'.;.n····some.···....·'ar··}8e_'t~~t.~;" 

.~~ ~In spite of the elusive nature, of definitions of good management; 
rel;a.l.··~ .._i;jB'..·t..~;;jjO,d."i~prQ¥~~""""~,'" 

beend.~fJld.-.;'" Successful application of these approaches requires that the 
management in question 1:Je::"'&etu!!L..'e··m...,&lu.Oft\)illlHtw " ,. 
eva,_lt.ed." r ...s..~_""..r_.. _t'bf!ei\.t"Cby,th.!;...}~ ',;t..... 

i.,,~'"··'Fel_i..h"'~wttit.·'.~~~ ..}:i•.•11The l'tIIl.a"i+i...t~~!lt.~0Il'~_
tW1ifteHRe!ftaS nei't'.~~.uthortty· northf!:t~te_'.tl."",Ii" 

Si;j·ity:aanaf81l8ftt;~".. To date, that position has, for the m~st part, 
. prevailed. As ~consequence and in spite of serious attempts by qualified-. . . 

groups, e".~i.lj...tl.DHl·ly,·fWal uate 1,i-;e.nseeT'lU....Bt'I~~::iJc..:...tl•• 
pe~~i.y~,~,.•_;~;!~piCMGu&lY;.$tI:Ccessf~1. 

To operationalize the principles expressed by the managment success
 
attributes (Table II) re"....~...,~nt··of._.eor.'.....~__;t"~..~_
 

c(.JlleG:t,i.,t'Of.a:ttrtOutt8 ci't1V'1'n!,!'et-ablt ·&,..·'O_~,"S~:_'SWUt.l.11U• it.... 

One method of doing this, which derives from classical logics, is to pose a 

snsidiar~"fJOSH,i-_,;,t1I_4i":'t:iflc()R't('Ov~l"t"ly'.nd>'fIR~:~'.J1.JiI.~. 
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botR t.h~,.~tribut.~"o:f,,,,good atiMgemen,t and Jne~r~~ble \~~~;t~t i~~\~ti1 

_teB\'p~'a: ...efA,~n.~ "iIts~C'tpWi)ll:'!tJPt'b1'\t"!"~""""",,...' 
',' , '~',"'.'''', '~~ 

a~umetftto:,:theeffect ~~~!li:t.i'" i,s :.-eAsurealei:meet';;\"_'~ ••ti~ 

th.'e~d post"il,.te, is,"nUsfl1lll" and'tne: i ,4nglJ'ti OflP9d:·P._~~ 

~/1j)""~ilRit. ~ Conversely, if what is measureable is found wanting, the 
management system should be suspected of containing flaws that should be 
relatable to specific management attributes. 

This process is best illustrated by application. For the problem at 
hand the primary challenge is to develop a postulate that relates directly 
and i rrefutab1yto~'''.~~",.••;Mt)l3e'S an'4;"IO ~~.~,;.ritII.t.~ 

chaNtttr-hticsof':lluclee power 11,.I'J'tQperation. This postulate must be 
generally, if not universally, accepted as true and and should relate, in the 
most significant way possible, to the essence of nuclear plant operations. 
From a regulatory perspective, the essence of nuclear plant operations has to 
do wi th safety, i. e., t"';As~.r~c.\~.fROi~Oljf::l"'i~lt.tTtu~ 

~_fety. A nuclear power plant is a complex device with major potential 
for serious accidents. TO '''.ttre,tttrenf..y.,f'\~e;.'.f''f;-Of~·Sd1ig_"", 

req~ires,.·,~ ..le~l Of·'~~cOtmtability ..1I . A.....t'l'i'*f'. ·th'f.·,t:tMIe~i'.i~" 
O,"i"".$ detAt~f"S'PecifiCo~,ss.r.nce,that, 'at·m.,m.,leve~'~t~i:,~'lt 

~tivi'ties:wttt1"@«'tlr:<:or~.fetytmpl.icati~~m'e'et-;¥",mc:;,;;eti.. 
~(lt;.bi'Hty'~i' ..:,~eved'"tnre"~doe~tedperf~ue(,~;iil;:t;;6i"" 

l:'elaieO?tu•• a£;corcij"t'O,d'etl1f:1H, .WOrldng, level, ..ce....',',':.,J .•t_ U~~ 

~ra~if.lg..i.,.d~chQiG,.l;pme~"t>tus'ihstrueti'ori':,.ddl"lW'i.) , ia; I I j... 

by>q__ulied, wo~ki."levell'~petttJn~. An acceptable level of accountabil ity 
will minimize judgemental latitude in all activities with safety implications. 
Deta.i 1ed, higiri~'A!Script"v.",pf!Oeeciure.s· aft",;~;,,,,,.·""'.fi~,, 

'" ~rk:,siIDu111,:0'. ,ifff:Pl:"'1';um:len~rbyal1·lnv~lV'W"l'e'tS ...tr~;1lc_i,"h.~... 
. &mi'iAveril.iy:"i~~e4'\4tJy_lf"";f+~dst.ff'. The enti r.e process shoul d' be 

regularly documented, updated, and verified. Clear, detailed, written 
objectives for<"~'" of'_cDi::.,~,ement.,\of~¢;:.:rgatri%.ti.k~,;"', 

be traceable to procedural elements, be communicated both up and down, and be 
reviewed periodically against performance. Perfo1"llla8Oe'~....~ft.t!lWt,.F rr-." ! 

Ciji.%~le¥&!tiAg,sftllCi..rds.w:j.,$~~,,'1.t.i IDe • 
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-- -

Tbe"lON.jfti'iOod~a~GowAt.b i 1i ty prjct i ce$'can ·~lIOfti,t(tr~d;"ifl·~Ji~' 

str••tf01'Wlrd"!W~y,;tJye:vjiu&t;""1J!lantp,rocedure",the.,,~4¥~~:jJ4&i."J 

ittPl.$MAtat-iofh'andthe t:fU''''~'f't'~cms'of the perSOfine1 "'I".~" 

"ecif"~iinthei"ro!'edtt~l' In assessing accountabil ity, the procedures 
themselves will be the source of most of the issues to be investigated and 
questions to be asked. 

If,·inspectioo,~l,H,saQW" taat accountablHittyi l'~uate'(i"it\ni;i:.2~ 

uti lity\'.anag~"t';i'S"'fttnc:tionanY~i'adequat,. Th is is a refl ect i on of the 
related key premises of what might be termed "prodvct,•••lf"e'~eat;>+ 

a~seHMnt~~, ,n.ely?thet: 

1) "Management" in isolation from the product of the activity being 
managed has no meaning, and 

2) Quality of management can only be assessed as a reflection of the 
quality of the work being managed. 

Inspection results that demonstrate unacceptable accountability will
 
usually, if not always, be traceable to management deficiences. This analysis
 . 
does not yielo a delineation.of specific management problems; but once it has 
been established that problems exist, it seems likely that regulatory staff 
familiar with the facility in question will be able to characterize them. 
The detailed breakdown of management success attributes (Table II) will be 
hel~ful in this process. 

In summary, the rationale for employing inspectable, working level 
quantities in assessing management performance consists of four sequential, 
logic-based steps: 

Management effectiveness is often assessed from a "top-down" perspective * 
that can tend. to isola't!;'mn~t is.WBSA~the·~,,*~, 
organization or its products. This approach tends to produce general, 
subjective, observations that are difficult to apply. An alternative 
point of departure for assessment of management that produces more 
specific results is from~"pe1'"sfJ.t';_.cN~.p~~).ii~;y,~ If the ,f 

product, including its perception by the customer, is not found wanting, 
management is probably doing an effective job (Proof of the pudding 
principle). ' 
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1) Because of the hazardous, technically complex nature of nuclear power 
plant operation, all safety related activities must be done 
accountably, i.e., to detailed procedures effectively implemented by 
qualified personnel. 

2) Mal1agelle"~"has,,.,vbasicresponsi bH; ty to,.,~;~c~~i*i'j,y. 

3) If,lspeetion strOWJF'tfl.ota~£G4.Intab i 1tty ,~~'<~ 

(a) ma~,i,pe~'or,~(b)'notl'lnaint..ined,... 

(4) Ma..,emeltt<'fM!rfo!"lRnce ,;,str;"therefore; e 

(a) K~t.iile,." (itl.;.flotceept&()la• 

Acceptability of management perf~rmance, as judged by this process, would be 
wi th·refareoce' toquest+tms·ofacco.untabi 1i tyonly,ana,:tWO!t,W'·.c'i.,cmnt" ..... 

an overaUeadOf'sement "of"i;'1Jti~"y management. Unacceptable management 
performance revealed by this approach can be independently evaluated and related 
to specific management success attributes such as those identified in the 
Case Studies (Table II) . 

. The validity of using the concept of accountabi.lity in assessing 
management performance is supported by the original Case Studies, which 
concluded: liThe success of those plants without major quality problems (and 
the failures of those with) can be attributed in part to having adequate {or 
inadequate) procedures for all aspects of the project which were rigorously 
adhered to (or ignored). All of the Case Studies substantiated this 
requirement. II (NUREG 1055, Appendix A, pp. vi). .. 

from ~ diffe~en~ perspective, the US& of measure~ of accountability to 
assess the overall adequacy of utility management functions is similar in 
concept to the use of body temperature as a measure of the overall ~ell being 
of an organism. Lapses or other deficiencies in accountability are symptomatic 
of inadequacies in some aspe'ct(s) of mana'gement that, when their general .
existance is revealed, can be specifically pursued, identified and eliminated. 
A fever is symptomatic of invasion of some body system(s) by threatening foreign
organisms that, when their general existance is revealed, can be specifically" 
pursued, identified, and eliminated. Body temperature is easier to measure 
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than organizational accountability; however, the latter can be measured by
 
focusing on proceduralization and staff qualifications.
 

The absence of a fever does not demonstrate that all body systems are fully
 
functional (cardio-vascular problems are not generally accompanied by an
 
increase in body temperature, for example.) Neither does apparently adequate
 
organizational accountability certify total management adequacy. Even though
 
adequate accountability should assure that each detailed, safety-related task
 
will be correctly performed by competent personnel, some combinations of upper
 
management attitudes and priorities could potentially undermine what appears
 
to be a well-functioning system of accountability. Usually these overall
 
management characteristics wiTl be obvious to those closely associated with
 
the plant (e.g., NRC regional and inspection staff).
 

AO~!@ >~ecettrttabiH.1:y'f:'.l~gh ...." necessary .a$:i,urU~>:Qf.ft~il~i:90Fili8;t '&;-:1' 

of..• tAe,.,.ecifi C~ MsaTety ..-lat..4.,work "is-not: Sf.t!flf ici,enti~.•~i;~J;~... 

exeliijl,}arYaiQtig8llent, in,any'gloDatl sense. Vari ous management attri butes of a 
subjective nature, e.g., leadership, ability to stimulate innovati~ns, etc., 
show no obvious, _dir~ct relations:hip to accountability. This should not be 
construed as a limitation on the utility of measures of accountability for 
signaling management problems. From a regulatory perspective, adequate 
performance of all safety related work is the requirement sine qua non. Only 
those management attributes that influence the meeting of this requirement 
are legitimately subject to regulatory oversight. 

RESULTS 

-

The attributes of successful management at operating plants should be of
 
general interest to any group with vested interests i~ the operation of a
 

-nuclear power' plant, i.e., the licensed utility, the NRC, state regulatory 
bodies, industry support groups; lending agencies, stockholders, etc. From a 
regulatory perspective, this collection of attributes can be applied in various 
waYS'Wl;;,lBi,fiection .,,,,,Haensee-eve;:luationpJ>.Ograms.. As indicated in the 
preceding section on APPROACH, specific applications were developed in 
connection with the SALP process and the inspection program. These were judged 
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to be appropriate because the SALP process already focuses upon licensee 
management and the inspection program would be usefully supplemented by 
introducing techniques that allow management evaluation based upon inspectable 

quantities. 

Analysis of Case Study Findings 

Preparatory to assessing regulatory implications of the Case Study 
findings, it was necessary to restructure the information obtained during the 
conduct of the Case Studies into a more workable format. The first step in this 
process was to screen each of the six Case Study Working Papers for specific 

caus.J f~-iors that GQftt,rll#uteQ.., t,Q.. the succesS., ,,&r-f.w~" ~f vaJ'~,' ~ts 

of't"&'ip~oj~ct. The5e'MctOT'S···we_then1""e,.,Nsed'....~.~~... 

obse""; W011~.' be suggest'ive.oii"'90od practices and ultimate project success. 
The resulting collection of positive attributes was grouped into the following 
set of five functional categories: 

1.	 Management - a.l'!ibutes UHc;ated,w4:th, maft~i.fttr.·_.,ed~,
 

'. unQ~stCftd.ing"i;~:C8IBtiteeftt.t·· tldlificatioos., ·.an4.~i&vO+WMten~", ,
 

2.	 Oroanization - attributesa60a..iated,,~;th.i~fy~~~ ... &Ql~~';"IlIWJMSJ, 

a5suringandf~ ...ti.g 'im objectives are nret"I>~;"te"'~;';~l1II@en, 

organizational elements. 
3.	 Communications 'and Control - attrJaut&i associ.~·wjt,h£~.ilim;;~!l'iiIiQijl'iti., 

i ntN'ftal cii>.....,m-tion' ofi'nftmttatt~n .and to M@rs_,amt't:01't"+$'~'" 

contractDrs'aaci'''FOjMt inte£ficCes. 

4.	 Training .and Qualification - attrib.utes~ss.o~:i~ed"w.jth training/certifying 
craftsman, QA,~aw¥;<.-.n.';superivory: personne1. 

5.	 Interfaces - attributes associated with facilitating major project 
transitions and for dealing effectively with influential external~ groups,- .- . . -	 
e.g., tna.tlRC. 

The complete co11 ect i on of pe!"fti·ve'-!'ttl",i&tlM'S"9r.oupec1.""j.ll ..tae",iJiI&v&.iQ;t~ries 

is contained in Table 1. Ali,;i,iiveeat...,i-eseentil''iltt_Mgemen& ~~~iJ)'" , 

att~ibutes; however, not all attributes are relevant to management or to nuclear 
plant operations. The next step was to identify those attributes that have 
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relevance to management of operating plants. In general, this could be done
 
by inspection. In some cases, an attribute required some modification in
 
wording to shift the applicability from construction to operations.
 

The reduced set of attributes of positive management performance at 
operating plants could have been retained within the five category framework 
designed for the complete set of Case Study attributes. A more natural and 
useful method of classification involving three categories was developed, 
however. These three functional categories of operational management attributes 
are: 

1) Management Fundamentals - experience, qualifications, organization, 
resources, involvement, and attitudes of utility management. 

2) Accountability - effective implementation of adequate procedures by 
qualified personel. 

3) External Interfaces - relationships with NRC and other influential bodies. 

Positive attributes with relevance to operational management are grouped 
in the ab.ove categories in Table II. . These are the management success 
attributes to be applied to supplementing the SALP and inspection processes. 

SALP	 Support 

In recent years, the Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) 
has been one of the basic tools used by the NRC for evaluating nuclear power 
plant licensees. SALPs are performed on 12-to-18 month intervals at all 

,plants. As a product of each SALP, each plaot receives a composite rating
 
category between 1 and 3 (1 being the best). The interval between SALPs for
 

. a pCl:r~icular plant °ts proportional to how well that.p.lant scored jn previou_s 
assessments. Assessments of operating reactors apportion all safety-related 
activities into eleven functiona'l areas that group similar activities.(a) 

(a)	 The functional areas considered for operating plants are plant operations, 
radiological controls, maintenance, surveillance, fire protection, 
emergency preparedness, security, outages, quality programs, licensing
activities, and training and qualifications. 
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Each functional area is independently assessed and awarded a rating category 
from 1 to 3. Assessments are based upon a set of seven evaluation criteria 
that are applied to each of the eleven functional areas. Overall plant rating 
is the mean of the resulting eleven functional area ratings. 

For each of the seven SALP evaluation criteria, sets of attributes 
indicative of category 1, 2, and 3 performance were developed to guide and 
lend consistency to the assessment process. It is in supplementing these 
sets of attributes that the Case Studies management success attributes can 
most directly enhance the SALP process. The Case Studies attributes all derive 
from direct observations of nuclear project successes and failures. This 
independent, empirical origin should convey an improved sense of reality and 
objectivity to the SALP process. 

The relationships between the management success attributes and SALP 
evaluation· criteria is shown in Table III. Each attribute has been paired 
with the criterion to which it most closely relates. Indicators that support 
more than one criterion are matched with each related criterion. The indicator 
numbering system introduced in Tabie II is retained in the right hand column 
of Table III to. allow cross referencing between SALP criteria and Case Studies 
management success attributes. The attributes listed in Table III do not 
convey a gradation in value judgement as is necessary to select a SALP rating 
category.· This gradation can be easily introduced by incorporating suitable 
sets of modifiers into each attribute to expand it into a category 1, 2, and 
3 attribute. 

As Table III. illustrates, supplementing the SALP criteria attributes 
with the management success indicators has the potential for substantially 
exten~ing the attribute/criteria base upon which SALP decisiqps are based. 
Predictably, the added support base is greatest in connection with SALP 
Criterion I, Management Involvement in Assuring Quality •. The independent, 
empirical nature of the management success attributes should lend appreciable 
additional credibility to the SALP process. 
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Inspection Program Support 

Inspections aimed at assessing accountability should focus on four aspects 
of plant operations. 

1) The detailed procedures (including instructions and drawings) that guide 
safety related hands-on work activities. 

2) The qualifications or certifications of the personnel who apply the 
procedures.
 

3) The adequacy of the resulting work.
 
4) Trends in work quality standards.
 

Procedures developed and used by the licensee can serve as the source of
 
the detailed checklists that will be the basis for much of the inspection
 
process. Thlsrequires that complete procedures for all aspects of plant
 
operation be available to inspection personnel. In gathering and working
 
with the licensee's procedures, NRC inspection personnel should segregate
 
them based upon the SAL? functional area in which they are applied. This
 

-will allow a functional-area-specific assessment of accountability that should 
provide useful input to the next SAL? An important aspect of assessing 
adequacy of the procedures is to assure that they impose consistent 
requirements across all plant functional areas. Secondly, and most important, 

-the procedures should be sufficiently detailed and prescriptive to preclude 
significant error in their implementation because of judgemental lattitude 
allotted to implementing personnel. At the same time, the procedures should 
be brief, well organized, and understandable to discourage their non-use and 
minimize chances for misinterpretation. - Section 2.0 of Table II lists 
management success attributes associated with accountability, i.e., 
proceduralization and-staff qualific~tions. These ~ttributes can be used to 
supplement the inspection checklist. 

Personnel qualifications can be assessed on the bases of defined 
requirements and general experience and competence. For personnel performing 
safety related work, e.g., reactor operators, quality function staff, welders,'

( 

etc., certification requirements based upon regulatory mandates and/or consensus 
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standards exist (e.g., ANSI/ANS 3.1, "Selection, Qualification and Training of 
Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants"). It is a relatively simple manner to 
determine if these staff are properly certified. Individual and overall 
judgements of staff qualifications and competence require a fairly high level 
of understanding, on the part of the inspection staff, of the skills represented 
at an operating nuclear plant. It is reasonable to expect an inspection team 
from the NRC to embody this understanding. 

Work adequacy is already the subject of much of the NRC inspection effort;
 
and the emphasis on effectiveness, as opposed to compliance, continues to
 
broaden. The current program on performance indicators, for example, is
 
representative of the significant recent shifts in NRC oversight focus from
 
questions of regulatory compliance to concern over product or work quality.
 

_Total accountability is necessary to assure safety, which is a principal and 
absolute condition for nuclear plant operation. Broadening inspection 
procedures to-include monitoring of accountability as a measure of management 
performance will further strengthen the performance orientation of the 
inspection program. Some additional analysis on the part of the inspection 
staff will be required to evaluate ~ccountability by correlating specific 
indications of effectiveness, or lack thereof, with particular elements of 
the procedures and/or quality of staff performance. More efficient ultimate 
use of inspection resources should more than compensate this increas~d initial 
effort. 

Quality expectations that escalate with time represent one of the most
 
encouraging prospects for current and continuing high quality of work. This
 

, was a finding of the Case Studies that is e_choed by the first of Admiral 
Rickov-er's "criteria of management competence" ("An Assessment of the GPU 
Nuclear Corporation Organization and Its Competence to Operate TMI-l" Admiral . 
H.G. Rickover', USN, 19 Nov.' 1983). Industry groups, e.g., INPO, and the
 
utilities themselves have also adopted the "rising standards of excellence"
 
theme. Assessments of accountability over time can provide indications of
 
more general quality trends. Such assessments might be based upon a time


, 
phased series of observations of procedural adequacy and working level staff 
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qualifications. A more effective and timely approach is to design inspection 
checklists to probe these trends during a single inspection. 

Relating Accountability to Manaoement Competence 

Specific manifestations of inadequate licensee management are not a useful 
topic for discussion in the context of this study. As noted previously in 
this report, management issues are highly subjective and are not amendable to 
generic assessment. These issues must be evaluated on incident- and 
organization-specific bases by knowledgeable, high level regulatory personnel 
who understand all of the relevant sensitivities. 

The intent of this study, with respect to licensee management, has been 
to design tools that can be used by regulatory oversight programs to uncover 
indications '~ugg~stive of current or impending management problems. These 
tools, as described earlier, enable inspection personnel to, in a sense, "take 
the temperature" of the licensee organization. Detection of a "fever" should 
trigger higher level concern in evaluating specific aspects of licensee 
management that may, because of some intrinsic deficiency, be implicated in 
current and, possibly, future problems. Follow-on evaluations that focus on 
identifying specific elements of management inadequacy may find application 
for the Case Studies "Intrinsic Management Success Attributes" (Section A of 
Table II). 

I • 
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TABLE I.	 Case Study Findings - Attributes of Successful Nuclear Power Plant 
Construction Projects 

1.0 MANAGEMENT
 

1.1 Licensee Management
 

1.2 Project Management
 

2.0 PROJECT ORGANIZATION
 

2.1 Problem Identification and Solution
 

2.2 Project Control System
 

2.3 Design-Construction Coordination
 

3.0 COMMUNicATIONS AND CONTROL
 

3.1 Information Flow
 

3.2 Licensee Control
 

3.3 Licensee Audit
 

4.0 TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION
 

4.1 Training and Qualification Programs
 

5.0 INTERFACES
 

5.1 Construction.- Operation Interfaces
 

5.2 External Interfaces
 

.......... - .-......--"' ..v
 

.-.. ... 
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1. 0 MANAGEMENT
 

1.1 LICENSEE MANAGEMENT 

Li cense.e...upper. andmi ddl e management involvement in and understanding 
and awareness of the project and nuclear projects in general. 

Positive Attributes(a) 

•	 The licensee has had previous nuclear design and construction experience. 

•	 The licensee has a diversified staff with extensive nuclear experience. 

•	 There has been a conscious effort on the part of the licensee to learn
 
from and benefit from the experience of other utilities in design and
 
construction of plants.
 

•	 The licensee maintains a separate nuclear project organization independent 
from its fossil fuel operat·ttms fol'" th~ fJUl'po'!e of conseruoti'lI9,t•• ~. 

•	 The responsibilities of the project team members (licensee, AE,
 
constructor, construction manager) are clearly defined.
 

•	 The licensee separated their .nuclear projects from their traditional
 
power plant organization and made an appropriate differention between
 
the different complexities of the two.
 

•	 The licensee ana its contractors p,lace safe~,afld Ql.hlli:t:~,;;.~;~"b • .le 
and,costs. 

•	 There has been a conscious effort on the part of the licensee to learn
 
from and benefit from the experience of other utilities in design and
 
construction of plants. .
 

• Within the licensee, there existed a high level cadre of a few leaders 
(sometimes only 2 or 3) who had functional, long term control of the 

,,'project. This group. represented the ;driving force behind the project., 

•	 Leadership within the utility was clearly defined and conspicuous. It
 
did not appear to be diffuse.
 

•	 The licensee upper management in general has a clear perception of why

quality is important.
 

'.	 Within the licensee1s organization, licensing activities were assigned
 
to executive levels resulting in prompt decision making.
 

(a) Not all attributes apply to all plants. 
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•	 The licensee has made appropriate use of qualified independent reviews
 
of critical decisions, e.g., site selection.
 

•	 The licensee has adequate financial resources. 

•	 Adequate contractual commitments and constraints were placed on the 
parties.wh~ constitute the owner group of the project. (This prevented 
them from reneging on commitments.) 

•	 Procurement of components and materials was based on the consideration 
of getting the best available to do the job, rather than strictly on costs. 

•	 The licensee has been adequately involved in self-evaluations. 

•	 There was a strong commitment to quality on the part of the utility and. 
its contractors as reflected by aggressive, consistent action as well as 
verbal endorsement of quality. 

•	 Senior utility management is involved in corrective action on significant
conditibns adverse to quality. 

1.2 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

The experience levels and qualifications of the corporate entities 
comprising the project team and key individuals on the project team. 

Positive Attributes 

•	 The licensee staffed their nuclear organization with sufficient people

who had appropriate nuclear experience.
 

•	 Main elements of the project team had previous association with other 
project te~ms on other nuclear projects prior to beginning this project. 

•	 The licensee made a conscious and effective attempt to obtain long-term 
commitments of qualified people to the project, both as part of their 
staff and Qn the staff of their contractors . 

. 
•	 Key licensee staff were recruited nationally and the licensee was selective 

in filling these positions. 

•	 The licensee hired experienced architect engineers, constructors, and
 
construction managers.
 

•	 Although the utility has not had previous nuclear experience, they have 
aligned themselves with an experienced architect engineer and constructor. 

•	 The licensee has exercised the right to approve key architect engineer

and construction personnel for the project.
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•	 The contractor's staffs are diversified and have extensive nuclear 
experience. 

•	 A project team core has been preserved throughout the project. 

•	 There was no shortage of experienced AE and construction personnel or 
firms when the project began, thus the licensee was able to enlist 
qualified contractors. 

•	 In contracting with major contractors, the licensee required long-term 
commitments of key people. 

•	 The selection of contractors and vendors is based primarily on their 
qualifications, irrespective of whether they were the low bidder • 

. -- ..._~ ._-~ ....... -.
 

,I 
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2.0 PROJECT ORGANIZATION
 

2.1 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND SOLUTION 

Project team approach for finding problems and taking corrective action 
including the determination of and addressing of root causes. 

Positive Attributes 

•	 The licensee's project organization reviews all procurement specifications 
and their contractor1s recommendations for successful bidders. 

•	 Construction progress has proceeded in a timely way. 

•	 The licensee and its contractors have consistently made, deliberate, timely,
and effective efforts to come to grips-with quality-related problems as 
they arose. 

•	 Observed failures to exercise designated responsibility and authority
 
are rigorously pursued for corrective actions.
 

2.2 PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

Project controls (e.g., QA/QC, planning, scheduling, design control) for 
providing assurance that project objectives are being met and for providing 
relevant and critical information to proper levels of management. 

Positive Attributes 

•	 The licensee's project organization established the quality assurance
 
program for the project rather than accepting, without change, the
 
architect engineer1s program.
 

•	 Dry runs are used prior to first or other critical implementation of
 
safety related procedures or instructions.
 

•	 'Parts, materials, and..-components are genera'lly available" when they are
 
needed by the crafts. 

•	 The licensee and its main contractors use an effective and efficient 
method of documenting quality for all aspects of the project, e.g., 
construction, design, procurement, etc. These procedures are understood~, 

~ rigorously applied, and adhered to at all levels of the project. 

•	 The licensee and its contractors had adequate procedures for all aspects 
of the project. These were rigorously adhered to. 
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•	 The licensee and its contractors adopted a proceduralized approach early
in the project for calculations, specifications, and procurement with 
rigid internal audits. 

•	 Purchasing and construction work is controlled through administrative 
procedures such as having standard terms and conditions for contracts 
and purchase orders, a qualified bidders list, and work initiation 
procedures. 

•	 Adequate systems and procedures have been established to monitor the 
project. 

•	 The licensee and its contractors follow specific detailed procedures,
with respect to quality control, concerning calculations, specifications
and procurement. 

•	 Instructions, procedures, and drawings clearly spell out responsibility 
and authority and are consistent with the QA program. 

•	 Procedural steps and work methods are defined in sufficient detail to 
prevent wide variations in practice. 

•	 Instructions and procedures are revised promptly when experience indicates 
a need to do so. 

•	 Procedures and instructions are not too detailed to result in nonuse. 
Instructions, procedures, and drawings, as well as changes thereto are 
independently reviewed for adequacy, correctness, and clarity. 

•	 The licensee is not excessively involved in project details, i.e., 
insisting upon approving everything. 

•	 Senior licensee management is regularly informed of significant quality 
or QA problems. 

•	 QA/QC managers have adequate access to top utility and contractor 
management. 

•	 Procedures.exist which place the responsibility for--q"ualitywork directly 
on the crafts and their supervisors. 

•	 The QA/QC organization has clearly defined and unconstrained stop work 
authori ty. - - . 

•	 "Instructions and procedures are reviewed and revalidated periodically as 
required by the QA program. 
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2.3	 DESIGN-CONSTRUCTION COORDINATION 

Sequencing of and interfacing between design and construction. 

Positive Attributes 

•	 The licensee project organization reviews and comments on key drawings. 

•	 The licensee project organization initiates independent design reviews
 
and participates in periodic design review meetings.
 

•	 The licensee project organization prepared the basic data for the AE's
 
design criteria manual for the project and reviewed the manual.
 

•	 Design was sufficiently complete before construction was started. 

•	 The licensee approved key design drawings and either established criteria
 
and procedures or assured that the contractors did.
 

•	 Clearly written design criteria was established prior to beginning the
 
project and were maintained current as changes were made.
 

•	 The project has employed a detailed design scale model to anticipate and
 
avoid design and construction problems.
 

•	 There exists a constructive, communicative, and mutually respectful
 
relationship between the engineering function and the QA function.
 

•	 The licensee has been heavily involved in the design process and has
 
emphasized compliance with regulation and codes.
 

•	 Design criteria for the plant were established by the licensee working
 
together with the architect engineer.
 

•	 Instructions, procedures, and drawings as well as changes thereto are
 
independently reviewed for adequacy, correctness, and clarity.
 

•	 Periodic and independent design reviews are employed to detect and. resolve.
 
design-deficiencies in a timely manner. . ~
 

•	 Design input data and design changes are formally transmitted to 
appropriate inte~facing design organizations and are carefully controlled. - - 
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3.0 COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROL
 

3.1 INFORMATION FLOW 

The flow of essential project information vertically and horizontally 
within the project team. 

positive Attributes 

•	 The licensee regularly monitors communication channels between members
 
of the project team to assure effectiveness.
 

•	 The licensee established initially which documents produced by its
 
contractors it should review.
 

•	 The licensee and its contractors employ modern computer based methods
 
for record keeping.
 

•	 There exist single points of entry for all correspondence to each
 
organization involved as members of the project team.
 

•	 Interfaces are defined and procedures are developed and in place to insure 
the proper flow and interpretation of information and to permit monitoring 
of information flow interfaces. 

•	 The chain of command between the -QA function and top utility management
is not excessively long. 

•	 The licensee encourages all employees involved with the project to openly 
commun i cate wi th 1i censee management concerni ng percei ved qual i ty prob1ems. 

•	 Nonconformance, audit, or other reports describe problems clearly enough
to provide quick assessment of their significance. 

•	 Reports on quality or QA deficiencies are issued promptly. 

•	 Reports on quality or QA deficiencies are distributed to interested
 
management and to senior maAagers.·
 

•	 The licensee and its main contractors use an effective and efficient 
method of documenting quality for all aspects of the project, e.g.,
construction, design, procurement, etc. These procedures are understood, 
rigorously applied, and adhered to at all levels of the project. 

3.2 LICENSEE CONTROL 

Owner control and oversight over contractors, key subcontractors, and !.: 

project interfaces. 
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Positive Attributes 

•	 The licensee has been deeply involved with cost, schedule, and productivity 
as well as with quality . 

•	 The licensee set the performance standard for the project rather than 
delegating this responsibility to the architect engineer or other 
contractors. 

•	 The licensee approved key design drawings and either established criteria 
and procedures or assured that the contractors did. 

•	 The licensee effectively manages the interfaces between themselves, the 
architect engineer, the contractor, and the construction manager. 

•	 The licensee holds regular (quarterly, monthly, and weekly) meetings 
with major contractors' senior management to discuss project problems 
and facilitate decisions. 

•	 The licensee reviews the work plan procedures, quality control 
instructions, and other procedural mechanisms which relate importantly 
to project quality. 

•	 Management control within the licensee and its main contractors was 
centralized and unified and gave no appearance of being fragmented. 

•	 There exists a strong project orientation within the licensee's, and 
AE's and the constructor's organizations. 

•	 The licensee has clearly defined its main contractors' responsibilities
for design, specification, purchasing, and hiring and managing the labor 
force. 

•	 Each of the project team members clearly understood and accepted his 
responsibilities for design and construction of the plant. 

•	 The licensee has made appropriate changes in the project organization 
and approaches as conditions warr~nted. _ 

•	 The licensee has been aggressively involved in project management of the 
project. 

~ 

•	 The··licensee nas made appropriate changes in the project organization 
and approaches as conditions warranted. 

•	 The licensee has monitored their contractors closely (or were the 
contractors themselves). 

•	 The licensee set the performance standard for the project rather than 
delegating this responsibility to the architect engineer or other 
contractors. 
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•	 Contracting methods employed by the utility have generally been of a
 
cost plus nature and have been effectively administered.
 

•	 The licensee has generally been timely and prompt in their actions and
 
decisions, thereby avoiding major delays.
 

•	 The licensee organization is management and detail oriented. 

•	 The number of main contractors involved with the project is not excessive. 

•	 The licensee maintains approval authority over staffing levels of the
 
constructor.
 

•	 The responsibility and authority vested in contractors are completely
 
and clearly specified in contract documents.
 

•	 The licensee project organization prepared the basic data for the AE's
 
design criteria manual for the project and reviewed the manual.
 

3.3 LICENSEE AUDIT 

The licensee audit programs and response to audit findings. 

Positive Attributes 

•	 Management of all levels within the licensee and its contractors viewed
 
quality and safety as taking priority over project cost and schedule.
 

•	 Senior licensee management requires and participates in periodic
 
independent assessments of the adequacy and effectiveness of the QA
 
program. 

•	 Responsibility and authority delegated to lower tier organizations are
 
verified by audit or other methods.
 

•	 QA program audits include evaluation of the effectiveness of the audited 
organization's internal audit program. ,,', "'_'_ok"-" .' .. ~,...,""~ ,,~,. 

.-....,;....r.-o,r.. . ~;(.:'r'.....J(":"...,"'~. -.,<,,_. ~.,,-..-.....,.-~~,•. , "_.,,, 'f'.
, " 

•	 The QA 6rganizati~Q is appropriately involved in trend analysis, validation 
of nonconformance reports, reporting items under 10 CFR,PArt 50.55 (3)
and 10 CFR Part 21, design review~, aUdits, and. surveillances to confirm 
that work was performed as per procedure requirements. 

•	 Audit programs appear to be strong and effective. 

•	 Effective trend analysis programs are employed. 

•	 An effective corrective action program is in place. 
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4.0 TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION
 

4.1 TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION PROGRAMS 

Qualification and training programs for providing craftsmen, supervisors, 
and QA/QC personnel with expertise commensurate with their responsibilities. 

Positive Attributes 

•	 Sufficient qualified personnel are available to carry out the procedures. 

•	 The understanding of the importance of quality is disseminated throughout 
the entire project team by training, personal contact, staff incentives, 
and other means. 

•	 The licensee and its contractors maintain adequat~ training programs for 
quality control and quality assurance personnel. 

•	 Senior utility and contractor managements participate in training programs 
or evaluate them. 

•	 Responsibility and authority are explicitly designated down to working 
levels in safety analysis reports. the QA program, or related manuals, 
procedures, and instructions. 

•	 Documented responsibility and ~uthority requirements are observed and 
practiced. 

•	 QA engineers and inspectors are free to discuss quality problems with 
crafts or other nonmanagement personnel. 

•	 Their exists a clear, enforced policy against intimidation of inspectors. 

•	 Punitive action is not taken against "whistle blowers." 

•	 QA/QC organizations are not regarded as policemen. 

•	 Resumes and. employment applicatjon information is verified for managers,
engineeps, and qA/QCpersonnel. 

•	 The licensee has clearly defined its main contractor ' s.responsibilities
for design, s~ecifications, purchasing, hiring, and managing the labor 
force. 

•	 The licensee or its contractors have maintained workable labor 
arrangements. 

•	 Procedures exist which place the responsibility for quality work directly 
on the crafts and their supervisors. 
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•	 The licensee and its contractors maintain adequate training programs for 
the crafts which emphasize quality. 

•	 There have not been excessive labor disputes on the project. 

•	 There has not been excessive craft turnover the project. 

•	 Pay scales are adequate to attract and hold qualified personnel. 

•	 There exists a sense of company and project loyalty which tends to 
stabilize the work force. 

-.
 

'. ~ 
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5.0 INTERFACES
 

5.1 CONSTRUCTION-OPERATION INTERFACES 

Operational input to and inclusion of operational considerations in 
construction and planning and the licensee's program for transition from 
construction to operations. 

Positive Attributes 

•	 The licensee and its contractors used plant reliability as a major
 
consideration in design and construction.
 

•	 The licensee's orientation toward quality is expressed in plant reliability
goals. 

•	 The licensee and its contractors made deliberate and effective efforts
 
to optimize equipment capability, redundancy, and maintainability as
 
well as materials and construction quality with the goal of maximizing

plant availability and reliability.
 

•	 Quality commitment is reinforced by factors with direct financial 
implications, e.g., an approved rate of return for higher levels of 
operating efficiency, reduced maintenance costs, and greater reliability. 

•	 Consideration of construction and operation requirements was made early
in the design effort. 

5.2 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 

Communications between the licensee or other project team members and 
other influential groups, e.g., NRC, INPO, pues, interveners, rate payers,
legislators, etc. . 

Positive Attributes 

•	 The licensee itself (no~ their contractors) was primarily involved in
 
responses to the NRC~ . 

•	 The l~censee a~sumed responsibility for ~btaining all project perrnit~. 
and llcensees.	 .• 

•	 The licensee's project organization represents the licensee in all meetings
with the NRC. 

•	 The licensee will be rewarded for high operating efficiencies by their 
public utility commission. ~ 

•	 The licensee does not perceive NRC quality requirements to be excessive. 
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•	 The licensee's advertised and implemented policy is to view the regulatory 
process as necessary and beneficial and the philosophy is to be responsive 
to the regulators. 

•	 The licensee and its contractors adjusted well to the changing regulatory 
environment over the life of the project. 

•	 Intervener action has not effectively diluted the licensee's attention 
to the project. 

•	 The licensee has a policy of establishing and maintaining constructive 
working relationships with the NRC. 

•	 The licensee typically adopted an aggressive position in responding to 
NRC requirements and questions. 

•	 The project regulators (NRC, PUC, etc.) recognize that the licensee and 
its contractors place a priority on safety and quality. 

•	 The' licensee has adopted the attitude that quality and safety requirements 
imposed by NRC were minimal levels which should, in many cases and perhaps 
in general, be transcended by actual operating practices at the project. 

•	 The licensee has maintained good working relations with the NRC. 

•	 The licensee has made deliberate and effective efforts to maintain good
public relations. 

•	 The licensee attempted to anticipate and respond positively to impending
changes required by regulatory actions. 

•	 The licensee has responded. positively to the results of INPO construction 
audits. 

•	 The NRC inspection presence at the project site has been regular, constant, 
. and consistent. 

•	 The NRC construction site resident inspection staff has been sufficient 
in size an,d expertise-to appropriately inspect all phases of plant 
construction and construction management. 

•	 NRC has taken action on issues that relate to quality related problems
in	 a timely way. - ~ 

•	 NRC inspection focus at the project has been on product quality rather 
than on records. 

•	 The project regulators (NRC, PUC, etc.) recognize that the licensee and 
its contractors place a priority on safety and quality. 
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TABLE II.	 Case Study Findings Related to Positive Attributes of Management 
and Management Performance at Operating Plants 

1.0 MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS
 

1.1 Management Experience and Qualifications
 

1.2 Management System
 

1.3 Resources
 

1.4 Management Attitudes and Involvement
 

2.0 ACCOUNTABILITY
 

2.1 Procedures
 

2.2 Personnel Qualifications
 

3.0 EXTERNAL INTERFACES
 

3.1 Relationships with NRC
 

3.2 Relationships with Other Bodies
 

._-- .. _--,.. __ .. _:-..~. __ .~ _.. ---- -- -..-"- ' 

_ _____ :e.--._ 
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TABLE II.	 Case Study Findings Related to Positive Attributes of Management and 
Management Performance at Operating Plants 

1.0	 MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS 

Experience, and qualifications, organization, resources, involvement, and 
attitudes of utility management. 

1.1	 Management Experience and Qualifications 

a.	 The licensee, including plant specific personnel, has significant
nuclear plant operations experience. 

b.	 There has been a conscious effort on the part of the licensee to learn 
from and benefit from the experience of other nuclear utilities. 

c.	 Licensee management has a clear perception of why safety and quality 
are important. 

d.	 The licensee exercises the right to approve key contractor personnel. 

e.	 Licensee staff developed and implemented the quality assurance program
for the plant. 

f.	 Nonconformance, audit, or other reports describe problems clearly
enough to provide quick assessment of their significance. 

g.	 The licensee maintains workable labor arrangements. 

h.	 The licensee deliberately and effectively tries to optimize 
maintenance, outages, and modifications with the goal of maximizing
plant availability and reliability....• 

1.2	 Management System 

a.	 The licensee maintains a separate nuclear project organization 
independent from its fossil fuel operations. 

_ . .'''	 - I J!" .. q.r'!€.l.a ..··~·~,-.._·-

b.	 The responsibilities of all plant staff including contractors are 
clearly defined. ".""'" 

c.	 Leadership is clear1y defined and consp~us. 

d.	 Parts, materials, and components are generally available when they 
are needed by the crafts. 

e.	 Senior licensee management is regularly informed of significant 
qua1i ty or QA prob 1ems. ,I 
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f.	 The QA/QC organization has clearly defined and unconstrained stop work 
authority. 

g.	 There exists a constructive, communicative, and mutually respectful 
relationship between the engineering function and the QA function. 

h.	 Interfaces are defined and procedures are developed and in place to 
insure the proper flow and interpretation of information and to 
permit monitoring of information flow interfaces. 

i.	 The chain of command between the QA function and top utility 
management is not excessively long. 

j.	 Reports on significant quality or QA deficiencies are issued and 
distributed promptly to interested management and to senior managers. 

k.	 The licensee and its contractors use an effective and efficient method 
of documenting quality for all aspects of 'the work. These practices 
are understood, rigorously applied, and adhered to at all levels. .	 .. 

1.	 The licensee maintains an in-depth and balanced involvement with cost, 
schedule, and productivity as well as with quality. 

m.	 Management control is centralized and unified and gives no appearance 
of being fragmented. 

n.	 The licensee has clearly defined its contractors· responsibilities. 

o.	 The licensee organization is management and detail oriented. 

p.	 Responsibility and authority delegated to lower tier organizations 
are verified by audit or other methods. 

q.	 Audit programs appear to be strong and effective. 

r.	 Effective trend analysis programs are employed. 

s.	 An effective corrective action program is in place. 

t.	 Documented' respons i bi1 i ty and authority requ i rem·ents are observed and· 
practiced. 

u.	 QA engineers and inspectors are free to disctlssquality problems with 
crafts or other nonmanagement personnel. 

v.	 Resumes and employment application information are verified for 
managers, engineers, and QA/QC personnel. 

w.	 Quality commitment is reinforced by factors with direct financial.! 
implications, e.g., an approved rate of return for higher levels of .. 
operating efficiency, reduced maintenance costs, and greater
reliability. 
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1.3	 Resources 

a.	 The licensee has adequate financial resources and anticipates no major
economic problems. 

b.	 Procurement of components and materials is based on the consideration 
of getting the best available to do the job, rather than strictly 
on costs. 

c.	 The licensee makes a conscious and effective attempt to obtain long
term commitments of qualified people, both as part of their staff 
and on the staff of their contractors. 

d.	 The licensee hires experienced contractors for safety-related
activities. 

e.	 The selection of contractors and vendors is based primarily on their 
qualifications irrespective of whether they are the low bidder. 

f.	 The licensee and its contractors employ modern, computer based methods 
for record keeping. 

g.	 Responsibilities and authorities vested in contractors are completely 
and clearly specified in contract documents. 

h.	 The licensee and its contractors place safety at least on a par 
with schedule and costs. 

1.4	 Management Attitudes and Involvement 

a.	 There is a strong commitment to quality on the part of the utility
and its contractors as reflected by aggressive, consistent action 
as well as verbal -endorsement of quality. 

b.	 Senior utility management is involved in corrective action on 
significant conditions adverse to quality. 

c.	 The licensee and its contractors have consistently made deliberite, 
timelY,and effective effo~ts to come to grips with quality-related 
problems as they arose. 

d.	 Licensee management has b~en adequately involved in self-evaluations. 

e.	 Observed f~ilures to exercise designated responsibility and authority 
are rigorously pursued for corrective actions. 

f.	 QA/QC managers have adequate access to top management. 

g.	 The licensee requires, at a minimum, compliance with regulations and ,. 
. ( 

codes. 
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h.	 The licensee encourages all employees to openly communicate with 
management concerning perceived quality problems. 

i.	 The licensee sets a performance standard for the project that 
transcends minimal NRC requirements. 

j.	 Management at all levels views safety as taking priority over cost 
and schedule. 

k.	 Senior management requires and participates in periodic independent 
assessments of the adequacy and effectiveness of the QA program. 

1.	 QA/QC organizations are not regarded as policemen. 

m.	 There exists a sense of company and plant loyalty that tends to 
stabilize the work force. 

2.0 ACCOUNTABILITY .
 

Effective implementation of adequate procedures by qualified personnel.
 

2.1	 Procedures 

a.	 The licensee and its contractors follow specific detailed procedures 
with respect to quality control, calculations, specifications, and 
procurement. 

b.	 Instructions, procedures, and drawings clearly spell out 
responsibility and authority and consistent with the QA program. 

c.	 Procedurai steps and work methods are defined in sufficient detail 
to prevent significant variations in practice. 

d.	 Instructions and procedures are revised promptly when experience 
indicated a need to do so. 

e.	 Procedures and instructions are not too detailed to result in nonuse. 

_..-' _._.. f.' .Instr.uct{~ns";- procedures: and drawings', as well as changes thereto 
are independently reviewed for adequacy, correctness, and clarity. 

g.	 Extensive,!,:eviews.and. dr..y .. runs are used pri.orto.. first.of.other_. 
c'ritical"implementation of safety related procedures or instructions. 

·h.	 Instructions-and procedures are reviewed and revalidated periodically 
as required by the QA program. 

1.	 Instructions, procedures, and drawings as well as changes thereto are 
independently reviewed for adequacy, correctness, and clarity. 

j.	 Procedures exist that place the responsibility for quality work 
directly at the working level. 
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k.	 The licensee generates and reviews work plan procedures, quality 
control instructions, and other procedural mechanisms that relate 
on a day-to-day basis to quality. 

1.	 Purchasing and contracting are controlled through administrative 
procedures that require standard terms and conditions for contracts 
and purchase orders, a qualified bidders list, and work initiation 
procedures. 

m.	 QA program audits include evaluation of the effectiveness of the 
audited organization's internal audit program. 

n.	 The QA organization is appropriately involved in trend analysis, 
validation of nonconformance reports, reporting items under 10 CFR 
Part 50.55 (3) and 10 CFR Part 21, design reviews, audits, and 
surveillances to confirm that work was performed as per procedure 
requirements. 

o.	 Responsibility and authority are explicitly designated down to working 
levels in safety analysis reports, the QA program, or related manuals, 
procedures, and instructions. 

p.	 Procedures exist which place the responsibility for quality work 
directly on the crafts and their supervisors. 

2.2	 Personnel Qualifications 

a.	 Sufficient qualified personnel are available to carry out the 
procedures. 

b.	 The understanding of the importance of quality is disseminated 
throughout the entire staff by training, personal contact, staff 
incentives, and other means. 

c.	 The licensee maintains adequate training programs for quality control 
and quality assurance personnel. 

d.	 Senior management participates in training programs or evaluates them. 

-. e.. The licensee and its contractors maintain adequate training programs
for the crafts. These emphasize quality • 

.....--.... 
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f.	 There has not been excessive turnover of operators, QA/QC staff, or 
supervisory/management staff. 

g.	 Pay scales are adequate to attract and hold qualified personnel. 

3.0	 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 

• Relationships with NRC and other influential bodies. 

3.1	 Relationships with NRC 

a.	 The licensee's advertised and implemented policy is to view the 
regulatory process as necessary and beneficial and the philosophy 
is to be responsive to the regulators. 

b.	 The licensee has adjusted well to changing regulatory requirements. 

c.	 The licensee has a policy of establishing and maintaining constructive 
working relationships with the NRC. 

d.	 The licensee typically adopts an aggressive, positive position in 
responding to NRC requirements and questions. 

e.	 The project regulators (NRC, PUC, etc.) recognize that the licensee 
places a pri ority on safety and qual i ty.. 

f.	 The licensee has adopte~ the attitude that quality and safety
requirements imposed by NRC are minimal levels that should, in many 
cases and perhaps in general, be transcended by actual operating
practices at the project. 

g.	 The licensee attempts to anticipate and respond positively to 
impending changes required by regulatory actions. 

h.	 The licensee assumed responsibility for obtaining all project permits 
and licensees. 

i.	 The NRC inspection presence at the plant has been regular, constant, 
consistent, and adequate~ 

j.	 NRC inspection focus at the project has been on product quality rather 
than on records. ". 

3.2	 Relationships with Other Bodies 

a.	 The licensee is rewarded for high operating efficiencies by their 
public utility commission. 

b.	 The licensee makes deliberate and effective efforts to maintain good ,(
public relations. 

c.	 The licensee has responded positively to the results of INPO audits. 
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TABLE III. Relationship of Case Study Findings to SALP Evaluation Criteria(a) 

SAlP Evaluation Criteria 
SALP Criterion 1 - Management Involvement 
in Assuring Quality 

Attributes (Category l)(b) 
Consistent evidence of prior planning and 
assignment of priorities; well stated, 
controlled and explicit procedures for 
control of activities. 

Well stated, disseminated,' and under
standable policies. . 
Decision making consistently at a level 

...... ensures adequate management review . 
I...... ......
. Corporate management frequently involved
 ~ 

in site	 activities. 

Reviews timely, thorougll, and technically 
sound. 

Records	 complete, well maintained, and 
available. I • 

Procedures and po1i~ies strictly 
adhered to. 

Corrective acti~n  is efrective~  as 
indicated by lack of repetitiop. 

Related	 Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants 

1.1	 a. The licensee, including plant-specific personnel, has 
has significant nuclear plant operations experience. 

b.	 There has been a conscious effort on the part of the 
licensee to learn from and benefit from the experi
ence of other nuclear utilities. 

c.	 Licensee management has a clear perception of why
safety and quality are important. 

d.	 The licensee exercises the right to approve key
contractor personnel. 

e.	 Licensee staff"developed and implemented the quality 
assurance program for the plant. 

f.	 Nonconformance, audit, or other reports describe 
problems clearly enough to provide quick assessment 
of their significance. 

g. The	 licensee maintains workable labor arrangements. 

h.	 The licensee deliberately and effectively tries to 
optimize maintenance, outages, and modifications with 
the goal of maximizing plant availability and 
reliability. 

1.2 a.	 The licensee maintains a separate nuclear project
 
organization independent from its fossil fuel
 
operations .
 

..
 .. 
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I TABLE III. (contd)
! 

SALP Eval~ation Criteria Related Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants 
SALP Criterion 1 - (contd) b. The responsibilities of all plant staff including 

contractors are clearly defined. 

c. Leadership is clearly defined and conspicuous. 

d. Parts, materials, and components are generally
available when they are needed by the crafts. 

e. Senior licensee management is regularly informed of 
significant quality or QA problems. 

f. The QA/QC organization has clearly defined and 
unconstrained stop work authority. 

...... 

...... 

....... 
N 

g• There exists a constructive, communicative, and 
mutually respectful relationship between the engi
neering function and the QA function. 

h. interfaces are defined and procedures are developed
and in place to insure the proper flow and interpre
tation of information and to permit monitoring of 
information flow interfaces. 

i. The chain of command between the QA function and 
utility management is not excessively long. 

top 

j. Reports on significant quality or QA deficiencies 
are issued and distributed promptly to interested 
management and to senior managers. 

k. The licensee and its contractors use an effective 
and efficient method of documenting quality for all 
aspects of work. These practices are understood, 
rigorously applied, and adhered to at all levels. 



TABLE III. (contd)
 

SALP Evaluation Criteria Related Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants
 
SALP Criterion 1 - (contd) 

.-. 

..-. ..-.
w 

• 
i 

.. I 

1.	 The licensee maintains an in-depth and balanced 
involvement with cost, schedule, and productivity as 
well as with quality. 

m.	 Management control is centralized and unified and 
gives n6 appearance of being fragmented. 

n.	 The licensee has clearly defined it~  contractors' 
responsibilities. 

o.	 The licensee organization is management and detail 
oriented. 

p.	 Responsibility and authority delegated to lower tier 
organizations are verified by audit or other 
methods • 

q.	 Audit programs appear to be strong and effective. 

r.	 Effective trend analysis programs are employed. 

s.	 An effective corrective action program is in place. 

t.	 Documented responsibility and authority requirements
are observed and practiced. 

u•	 QA engineers and inspectors are free to discuss 
quality problems with crafts or other nonmanagement 
personnel. 

v.	 Resumes and employment application information are 
verified for managers, engineers, and QA!QC 
personnel • 

..
 



TABLE III. (contd)
 

SALP Evaluation Criteria Related Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants
 
SALP Cri terlon' 1 - (cont~) w.	 Quality commitment is reinforced by factors with 

direct financial implications, e.g., an approved rate 
of return for higher levels of operating efficiency,
reduced maintenance costs, and greater reliability. 

1.3 a.	 The licensee has adequate financial resources and 
anticipates no major economic problems. 

b.	 Procurement of components an materials is based on 
the consideration of getting the best available job, 
rather than strictly on costs. 

f.	 The licensee and its contractors employ modern, 
computer based methods for record keeping . ...... 

...... ....... h. The licensee and its contractors place safety at 

.f:> least on a par with schedule and costs. 

2.1	 a. The licensee and its contractors follow specific 
detailed procedure with respect to quality control, 
calculations, specifications, and procurement. 

b.	 Instructions, procedures, and drawings clearly spell 
out responsibility and authority and consistent with 
the QA program. 

c.	 Procedural steps and work methods are defined in 
sufficient detail to prevent significant variations 
in practice. 

d.	 Instructions and procedures are revised promptly when 
experience indicated a need to do so. 
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TABLE III. (contd) 

SALP Evaluation Criteria	 Related Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants 
SALP Criterion 1 - (contd) e.	 Procedures and instructions are not too detailed to 

result in nonuse. 

f.	 Instructions, procedures, and drawings, as well as 
changes thereto are independently reviewed for 
adequacy, correctness, and clarity. 

g.	 Extensive reviews and dry runs are used prior to 
first or other critical implementation of safety 
related procedures or instructions. 

h.	 Instructions and procedures are reviewed and revali 
i	 dated periodically as required by the QA program. 

f 
>-< 
>-< i- Instructions, procedures,' and drawings as well as .>-< changes thereto are independently reviewed for 
U1 adequacy, correctness, and clarity. 

j. Procedures exist that place the responsibility for 
quality work directly at the working level. 

" 

k. The licensee generates and reviews work plan pro
cedures, quality control instructions, and other 
procedural mechanisms that relate on a day-to-day 
basis to quality. 

1. Purchasing and contracting are controlled through 
administrative procedures that require standard 
terms and conditions for contracts and purchase
orders, a qualified bidders list, and work initiation 
procedures. 



SALP Evaluation Criteria 
SALP Criterion 1 - (contd) 

SALP Criterion 2 - Approach to the 
Resolution of Technical Issues from 
a Safety Standpoin~  

Attributes (Category 1)(b) 
.......
 ...... ........ Clear understanding of issues 
01 demonstrated • 

Conservatism routinely eXhibited when 
potential for safety significance 
exists. . 

Technically sound and thorough
approaches in almost all cases. 

Timely resolutions in almost all cases. 

• 

TABLE III. (contd) 

Related Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants 
o.	 Responsibility and authority are explicitly desig

nated down to working levels in safety analysis 
reports, the QA program, or related manuals, 
procedures, and instructions. 

p.	 Procedures exist which place the responsibility for 
quality work directly on the crafts and their 
supervisors. 

1.2 c. The leadership is clearly defined and conspicuous. 

d.	 Parts, materials, and components are generally
available when they are needed by the crafts. 

e.	 Senior licensee management is regularly informed of 
significant quality or QA problems. 

f.	 The QA/QC organization has clearly defined and 
. unconstrained stop work authority. 

h.	 Interfaces are defined and procedures are developed 
and in place to insure the proper flow and interpre
tation of information and to permit monitoring of 
information flow interfaces • 

j.	 Reports on significant quality or QA deficiencies are 
issued and distributed promptly to interested manage
ment and to senior managers. 
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SALP Evaluation Criteria 
SALP Criterion 2 -,(contd) 
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TABLE III. (contd) 

Related	 Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants 
1.·	 The licensee maintains an in-depth and balanced 

involvement with cost, schedule, and productivity as 
well as with quality. 

o.	 The licensee organization is management and detail 
oriented. 

q.	 Audit programs appear to be strong and effective. 

r.	 Effective trend analysis programs are employed. 

s.	 An effective corrective action program is in place. 

1.4 a.	 There is a strong commitment to quality on the part
of the utility and its contractors as reflected by
aggressive, consistent action as well as verbal 
endorsement of quality • 

b.	 Senior utility management is involved in corrective 
action on significant conditions adverse to quality. 

c.	 The licensee and its contractors have consistently
made deliberate, timely, and effective efforts to 
come to grips with quality-related problems as they 
arose. 

d.	 Licensee management has been adequately involved in 
self-evaluations. 

i.	 The licensee sets a performance standards for the 
project that transcends minimal NRC requirements. 

k.	 Senior management requires and participates in peri 
odic independent assessments of the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the QA program. 
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SALP Evaluation Criteria 
SALP Criterion 3 ~ Responsiveness to NRC 
Initiatives
 

Attributes (Category l)(b)
 
Meets deadlines.
 

Timely resolution of issues.
 

Technically sound and th9rough responses 
in almost all cases. . 

Acceptable resolutions proposed
initially in most cases." 

...... 

...... ...... 
<X> 

TABLE III. (contd) 

Related	 Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants 

3.1	 a. The licensee's advertised and implemented policy is 
to view the regulatory process as necessary and 
beneficial to the philosophy is to be responsive to 
the regulators., 

b.	 The licensee has adjusted well to changing regulatory 
requirements. 

c.	 The licensee has a policy of establishing and main
taining constructive working relationships with the 
NRC requirements and questions . 

d.	 The licensee typically adopts an aggressive, positive
position in responding to NRC requirements and 
questions. 

e.	 The project regulators (NRC, PUC, etc.) recognize 
that the licensee places a priority on safety and 
quality. 

f.	 The licensee has adopted the attitude that quality 
and safety requirements imposed by NRC are minimal 
levels that should, in many cases and perhaps in 
general, be transcended by actual operating practices 
at the project. 

g.	 The licensee attempts to anticipate and respond
positively to impending changes required by
regulatory actions. 



SALP Evaluation Criteria 
I 

SALP Criterion 4 ~ Encroachment History 
I . 

Attributes (Category 1)(~) . 
Major violations are rare and are not 
indicative of programmati~ breakdown. 

Minor violations are not repetitive and 
not indicative of programmatic 
breakdown. 

Corrective action is prompt and 
effective. 

...... 

.......
 

.......
. 
\D 

SALP Criterion 5 - Operational and 
Construction Events 

Attributes (Category 1) (bl.. 
Few	 significant operational or con
struction events, attributable to 
causes under the licensee's control, 
have occurred that are rele,vant to 
this functional area. 

Events are promptly and completely
reported. 

Events are properly identified and 
ana lyzed. 

• 

TABLE II 1. (contd) 

Related	 Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants 

1.2	 j. Reports on significant quality or QA deficiencies are. 
issued and distnibuted promptly to interested man
agement and to senior managers. . 

.q. Audit programs appear to be strong and effective. 

s. An effective corrective action program is in place. 

3.1	 a. The licensee's advertised and implemented policy is 
to view the regulatory process as necessary and 
beneficial and the philosophy is to be responsive to 
the regulators. . 

d.	 The licensee typically adopts an aggressive, positive
position in responding to NRC requirements and 
questions. 
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SALP Evaluation Criteria 
SALP Criterion 6 - Staffing (Including 
Management) 

Attributes (Category 1) (b) " 
Positions are identified,authorities 
and	 responsibilities are well defined. 

Vacant key positions are filled on a 
pri ority bas is. 

Staffing is ample as indicated by 
control	 over backlog . and overtime. 

..... ..... Experience levels for management and..... 
f--' 

operations personn~l  exceed commitments 
a made by licen~ee at tie of licensing. 

TABLE'III. (contd) 

Related	 Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants 

1.1	 a.The licensee including plant specific personnel, has 
significant nuclear plant operations experience. 

g.The licensee maintains workable labor arrangements. 

1.2	 t. Documented responsibility and authority requirements 
are observed and practiced. 

v.	 Resumes and employment application information are 
verified for managers, engineers, and QA/QA
personnel. 

1.3	 c. The licensee makes a conscious and effective attempt 
to obtain long-term commitments of qualified people,
both as part of their staff and on the staff of their 
contractors. 

d.	 The licensee hires experienced contractor for safety
related activities. 

e.	 The selection of contractors and vendors is based 
primarily on their qualifications irrespective of 
whether they are the low bidder. 

g.	 Responsibilities and authorities vested in con
tractors are completely and clearly specified in 
contract documents. 
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SALP Evaluation Criteria 

SALP Criterion 6 - (contd) 

I!
•I 

SALP Criterion 7 - Training and Qualifi
cation Effectiveness . 

Attributes (Catego~y  l)(b) 
...... 
......� Training and qualification program makes 
.......� a positive contribution, ~ommensurate  

>--' 
t-'� with procedures and staffing, to under

standing of work and adherence to 
procedures with few personnel errors. 

Training program is well defined and 
implemented with dedicated resources and 
a means� for feedback experience; program
is applied to nearly all staff. 

Inadequate training could rarely be 
traced as a root cause of major or minor 
events or problems occurring during the 
rating period. 

TABLE III. (contd) 

Related� Case Study Findings: Attributes of Successful Plants 
2.2� a. Sufficient qualified personnel are available to carry 

out the procedures. 

f.� There has not been excessive turnover of operators, 
QA/QC staff, or. supervisory/management staff. 

g.� Pay scales are adequate to attract and hold qualified 
personnel. 

2.2� b.' The understanding of the importance of quality is 
quality is disseminated throughout the entire staff 
by training, personal contact, staff incentives, 
and other means. 

c.� The licensee maintains adequate training programs for 
quality control and quality assurance personnel. 

d.� Senior management participates in training programs 
or evaluates them. 

e.� The licensee and its contractors maintain adequate 
·training programs for the crafts. These emphasize 
quality. 

(a)� Evaluation criteria and attributes are reproduced from the U.S. NRC Manual, Chapter 0516 "Systematic
Assessment of Licensee Performance." 

(b)� Category 1 is the-highest of the three ratings awarded by the SALP process. 
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